Safco® - Mayline® Unveils MYAH™ Collection – Furniture to Make Yourself At
Home
Minneapolis (May, 2018): Safco® - Mayline® is elated to reveal its new MYAH™
Collection.
MYAH is an exclusive collection of furniture created to “Make Yourself At Home”
using highly comfortable, versatile products with a home-style appeal to encourage
collaborative environments for people to gather and work. This customizable and
configurable collection is jumping forward into workplace comfort for work
environments that are always changing.
The new collection features furniture pieces including stools and tables in both sitting
and bistro-heights, a lounge chair, a shell chair and two ottoman options. These
products are designed with a simple and contemporary aesthetic, featuring wood
and steel details, along with fully customizable fabric options for the seating and
ottomans.
The collection can be configured in a multitude of ways to support the modern
worker that craves comfort, flexibility and the feeling of simply being home.
The MYAH collection will be available for viewing at NeoCon in showroom 1147 on
June 11-13th. Join Safco® - Mayline® in the forward movement toward workspace
comfort and “Make Yourself At Home.”
About Safco-Mayline
With 125 years of industry knowledge, Safco® - Mayline® offers an array of furniture solutions to create top-notch
spaces everyone will be talking about. We deliver a memorable experience because we truly care about how and
where people work. To create work spaces that energize and inspire people, we use market knowledge and
employee know-how to spread workspace product innovation. We maintain a culture of spirited professionalism
to ensure that everyone receives a positive, memorable experience - customer and employee alike.
This product is part of the Active Collection line; The Active Collection products are designed to promote active
movement throughout the day and engage major muscle groups to help combat the negative effects of inactivity
in many workplace settings.
For more information
Carrie Eidem | CarrieEidem@SafcoProducts.com | 763.536.6754
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